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Abstract—This paper proposes an enhanced voltage control strategy (EVCS) based on model predictive control (MPC) for voltage source converter based high voltage direct current (VSC-HVDC) connected offshore wind farms (OWFs). In the proposed MPC based EVCS, all wind turbine generators (WTGs) as well as the wind farm side VSC are optimally coordinated to keep voltages within the feasible range and reduce system power losses. Considering the high R/X ratio of the OWF collector system, the effects of active power outputs of WTGs on voltage control are also taken into consideration. The predictive model of VSC with a typical cascaded control structure is derived in details. The sensitivity coefficients are calculated by an analytical method to improve the computational efficiency. A VSC-HVDC connected OWF with 64 WTGs was used to validate the proposed voltage control strategy.

Index Terms—model predictive control (MPC), offshore wind farms (OWFs), power loss, voltage control, VSC-HVDC.

I. INTRODUCTION

WIND power has been rapidly developing during last few decades due to the renewable-energy targets set by the governments over the world. A considerable number of large scale wind farms are planned distant from the onshore grid [1]. Compared with conventional submarine high voltage AC transmission, the voltage source converter-based high voltage direct current (VSC-HVDC) transmission system is considered as a suitable way to transport the power from distant offshore wind farms (OWFs) due to various techno-economic advantages such as independent active and reactive power control, frequency decoupling between OWFs and onshore grids, feasibility of multi-terminal dc grids and inherent black start capability [2]-[3].

The increased penetration of wind power in power systems has introduced various challenges towards system operation [4]. To counter the challenges, modern wind farms are required to meet the grid code requirements [5]-[7] set by transmission system operators (TSOs). In conventional AC connected wind farms, the active power and reactive power (Var) control are decoupled [8]. Generally, the active power of wind farms is required to track the reference set by system operators. The total active power is dispatched to individual wind turbine generators (WTGs) by the wind farm active power controller. Several dispatch strategies such as proportional distribution (PD) control, proportional-integral (PI) control and fuzzy control, have been discussed in [9]. Among these, the PD strategy is widely adopted in modern wind farms due to its simple implementation, which also takes into account the available power and Var capability of WTGs [8]-[11]. Reactive power control is related to the voltage regulation of wind farms. Several control modes including voltage, power factor and reactive power at the point of connection (POC) have been specified in many grid codes [12]. Voltage control mode often shows superior performance for transmission systems [13]. In [11], [14], the set-point of reactive power was calculated based on the voltage at the POC and then dispatched to each WTG based on the PD strategy which is similar to the active power dispatch. Centralized and decentralized voltage control schemes were discussed in [15], which are distinguished by the outer control loop of WTGs. The decentralized control scheme performs better considering the negligible delay between wind farm controller and WTGs. In [16], a hierarchical voltage controller was designed and implemented in a wind power base of northern China.

For VSC-HVDC connected OWFs, a considerable number of studies have been done for the fault ride through (FRT) / low voltage ride through (LVRT) control strategies due to the lower short circuit power contribution from power electronic interfaced WTGs and VSCs [17]-[19].

The control strategies based on optimal power flow (OPF) were proposed in [20]-[23]. In [20], the voltage reference of the pilot bus was determined by the offline optimal power flow calculation and the total reactive power reference was obtained using a PI controller and then dispatched to each WTG. In [21]-[23], the objectives of the OPF were the power loss of the OWF collector system, grid side converter (GSC) of WTGs and HVDC converters. Since the VSC-HVDC transmission system decouples the OWFs from the onshore
AC grid, the main control aim for OWFs is to maintain the terminal voltage of each WTG within the feasible range [16], which was not considered in these OPF-based strategies. Besides, generally, the voltage of POC controlled by wind farm side VSC (WFVSC) is set at the nominal value [24], which may neglect the fast voltage adjustment capability of VSC.

In recent years, Model Predictive Control (MPC), also called receding horizon control, has been extensively applied in the wind power generation system both at the wind turbine level [25]-[28] and wind farm level [13], [29]-[31]. In [25], a model-based predictive controller for power control of doubly fed induction generator (DFIG)-based WTG was proposed using a linearized state-space model. In [26], a new wind power conversion system configuration was explored and a two-step model predictive control strategy was proposed, which optimizes the maximum power point tracking (MPPT), dc-link capacitor voltages balancing, regulation of net dc-bus voltage, etc. In [27], a nonlinear model predictive controller was derived for power control of DFIG, taking into account the unbalanced grid conditions. Similarly, in [28], a direct power control strategies under unbalanced grid voltage conditions was proposed based on MPC. A distributed MPC scheme of a wind farm for optimal active power control using the fast gradient method was proposed in [29]-[30]. The objectives of the wind farm controller are power reference tracking from the system operator and WTG mechanical load minimization. In [13], a MPC-based coordinated wind farm voltage controller was designed to optimally coordinate different fast and slow voltage regulation devices. In [31], a combined power control strategy was proposed to optimize the voltage profile inside the wind farm as well as the fatigue loads of WTGs.

The MPC can be effectively applied in the wind power generation system due to the following advantages:

- The control objective and operating constraints can be explicitly represented in the optimization problem [32];
- It can take into account the dynamic response of the system, consequently, the obtained optimal control input is more effective than that without prediction;
- It is applicable both at the turbine level and farm level and can be designed with different time scales.
- It is suitable to optimally coordinate various Var devices in a wind farm with different time constants [13], [31].

The main contribution of this paper is a MPC based enhanced voltage control strategy (MPC-EVCS) design for VSC-HVDC connected OWFs. The WFVSC and WTGs are optimally coordinated in this strategy. The impacts of active power output of WTGs on voltage variation are also taken into consideration to improve the voltage control performance. The predictive VSC model with the common cascaded control structure is developed. The sensitivity coefficients with respect to power injections and slack bus voltage are derived based on an analytical method. Compared to the existing control strategies, the proposed strategy can regulate voltages while also taking into account economic operation of the OWFs. And the fast and flexible voltage regulation capability of the VSC can be fully used. Besides, the active and reactive power outputs of WTGs are optimally coordinated to achieve better control performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the concept of the proposed MPC-EVCS is presented. In Section III, the sensitivity calculation method is introduced. In Section IV, the predictive models of VSC and WTGs are developed. The mathematical formulation of the MPC-EVCS is presented in Section V. Section VI presents the case studies followed by conclusions.

II. MPC BASED ENHANCED VOLTAGE CONTROL STRATEGY FOR VSC-HVDC CONNECTED OWFS

A. Configuration of the VSC-HVDC Connected OWFs

Fig. 1 shows the typical configuration of a VSC-HVDC connected OWF, which is connected to the onshore external 400 kV AC grid through a ±150 kV VSC-HVDC system with nominal power rating of 400 MW. The OWF is comprised of two parts. Each part is equipped with a collector substation, and the substations are connected to a common VSC station through 150 kV submarine cables. The WTGs are connected by eight medium voltage (MV) 33 kV collector cables. There are eight full-scale-converter 6.25 MW WTGs at each feeder, referred to as a string. The WTGs are placed with a distance of 1.5 km.

Fig. 1. Configuration of a VSC-HVDC connected OWF.

B. Concept of the MPC-EVCS

The structure of the MPC controller is illustrated in Fig. 2. In the proposed MPC controller, there are two control modes designed for different operation conditions: 1) normal mode, and 2) corrective mode. In the first control mode, all bus voltages are within the feasible range. The control objective is to minimize voltage deviations of the key buses, reduce system power losses and optimize the active power distribution of WTGs. In the corrective mode, the control objective is to correct the bus voltage which violates the limits. A dynamic weighting coefficient allocation method according to the degree of voltage deviation is used to regulate the voltage more effectively. The details of the proposed MPC-
EVCS are presented in Section V. To be noticed, the control period of the proposed EVCS is in seconds. Considering the real-life implementation, the coordination between the EVCS and existing FRT control scheme [17]-[20] of a wind farm should be in place. The FRT control should have the highest priority. Once one unit triggers the FRT control strategy, the EVCS will be locked. The control mode will switch to the FRT control mode. A voltage dead-band can be designed to coordinate these two control strategies.

**III. SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENT CALCULATION**

The calculation of voltage sensitivity, active power losses sensitivity and Var limit sensitivity of WTGs is presented in this section.

**A. Voltage Sensitivity**

In the typical optimal control problems, the updated Jacobian matrix is commonly used to derive the voltage sensitivity coefficients. From the computational point of view, the main disadvantage of this method is that the Jacobian matrix should be rebuilt and inverted for every change in operation conditions of the network, which involves non-trivial computation constraints for the implementation in real-time control problems. Moreover, this method cannot be used to calculate the sensitivity coefficients with respect to slack bus voltage. Thus, an efficient analytical calculation method, which was initially used in radial distribution network, is used in this paper to improve the computation efficiency [33].

Considering a network comprised of \( N \) buses (\( N_s \) slack buses and \( N_{pq} \) buses with \( PQ \) injections). \( S \) and \( N \) denote the sets of slack buses and the buses with \( PQ \) injections, respectively, i.e., \( S \cup N = \{1, 2, ..., N\} \) with \( S \cap N = \emptyset \). Define \( \bar{V}_i = V_i e^{j\theta_i} \) for all buses and \( \bar{S}_i = P_i + jQ_i \), for \( i \in N \). The link between bus voltages and power injections is

\[
\bar{S}_i = V_i \sum_{j \in S_i} \bar{V}_j + \sum_{j \in N} Y_{b,w,j} V_j
\]

where \( V_i \) and \( \bar{S}_i \) denote the conjugates of \( V_i \) and \( S_i \), respectively; \( Y_{b,w,j} = [\bar{V}_{b,w,i}]_{N \times N} \) denotes the admittance matrix.

**a. Sensitivity coefficients with respect to power injections**

To derive the voltage magnitude and phase angle sensitivity coefficients with respect to power injections, the partial derivatives of \( S_i (i \in N) \) with respect to active power \( P_i \) and reactive power \( Q_i \) of a bus \( i \in N \) have to be calculated, which satisfy the following equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial S_i}{\partial P_i} &= \frac{\partial (P - jQ)}{\partial P_i} = \frac{\partial V_i}{\partial P_i} \sum_{j \in S_i} \bar{V}_j \\
+ \bar{V}_i \sum_{j \in S_i} Y_{b,w,j} \frac{\partial \bar{V}_j}{\partial P_i} &= \begin{cases} 1, & \text{for } i = l. \\ 0, & \text{for } i \neq l. \end{cases} \\
\frac{\partial S_i}{\partial Q_i} &= \frac{\partial (P - jQ)}{\partial Q_i} = \frac{\partial V_i}{\partial Q_i} \sum_{j \in S_i} Y_{b,w,j} \bar{V}_j \\
+ \bar{V}_i \sum_{j \in S_i} Y_{b,w,j} \frac{\partial \bar{V}_j}{\partial Q_i} &= \begin{cases} -j, & \text{for } i = l. \\ 0, & \text{for } i \neq l. \end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

Equation (2) is linear with respect to \( \frac{\partial \bar{V}_i}{\partial P_i} \) and \( \frac{\partial \bar{V}_i}{\partial P_i} \). Equation (3) is linear with respect to \( \frac{\partial \bar{V}_i}{\partial Q_i} \) and \( \frac{\partial V_i}{\partial Q_i} \). According to the theorem in [33], (2) and (3) have a unique solution for radial network. Once \( \frac{\partial \bar{V}_i}{\partial P_i} \), \( \frac{\partial \bar{V}_i}{\partial P_i} \), \( \frac{\partial \bar{V}_i}{\partial Q_i} \) and \( \frac{\partial \bar{V}_i}{\partial Q_i} \) are obtained, the voltage magnitude and phase angle sensitivity can be computed by,

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial V_i}{\partial P_i} &= \frac{1}{V_i} \text{Re} \left( V_i \frac{\partial \bar{V}_i}{\partial P_i} \right), \quad \frac{\partial \theta_i}{\partial P_i} = \frac{1}{V_i} \text{Im} \left( V_i \frac{\partial \bar{V}_i}{\partial P_i} \right) \\
\frac{\partial V_i}{\partial Q_i} &= \frac{1}{V_i} \text{Re} \left( V_i \frac{\partial \bar{V}_i}{\partial Q_i} \right), \quad \frac{\partial \theta_i}{\partial Q_i} = \frac{1}{V_i} \text{Im} \left( V_i \frac{\partial \bar{V}_i}{\partial Q_i} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

**b. Sensitivity coefficients with respect to slack bus voltage**

For a bus \( i \in N \), the partial derivatives with respect to voltage magnitude \( V_k \) of a slack bus \( k \in S \) are derived by,

\[
\bar{V}_i \bar{V}_{b,w,k} e^{j\theta_k} = W_\alpha \sum_{j \in S} \bar{V}_{b,w,j} V_j + \sum_{j \in N} \bar{V}_{b,w,j} \bar{W}_\alpha
\]

where

\[
\bar{W}_\alpha = \frac{\partial \bar{V}_i}{\partial V_k} = \left( \frac{1}{V_i} \frac{\partial \bar{V}_i}{\partial \bar{V}_k} + \frac{\partial \theta_i}{\partial \bar{V}_k} \right) \bar{V}_i.
\]

Equation (6) is linear with respect to \( \bar{W}_\alpha \) and \( W_\alpha \), and also has a unique solution. By solving it, the sensitivity coefficients with respect to the slack bus voltage magnitude at bus \( k \) are calculated by,

\[
\frac{\partial V_i}{\partial V_k} = \text{Re} \left( \frac{\bar{W}_\alpha}{V_k} \right), \quad \frac{\partial V_i}{\partial V_k} = \text{Im} \left( \frac{\bar{W}_\alpha}{V_k} \right).
\]

**B. Active Power Losses Sensitivity**

The power losses of the grid (cables and transformers) and power losses of the converters (GSCs of WTGs and WFVSC) are considered in the paper.

**a. Power losses of grid**

The partial derivatives of power losses with respect to voltage magnitude and phase angle can be calculated by,
\[
\frac{\partial P_{\text{Grid}}^{\text{LOSS}}}{\partial V_i} = 2 \sum_{j=1}^{N} V_j G_{ij} \cos \theta_{ij}, \quad (8a)
\]
\[
\frac{\partial P_{\text{Grid}}^{\text{LOSS}}}{\partial \theta_i} = 2 \sum_{j=1}^{N} V_j V_i G_{ij} \sin \theta_{ij}. \quad (8b)
\]

where \( G_{ij} \) is the real part of \( V_j \) and \( \theta_{ij} = \theta_j - \theta_i \).

Then, the sensitivity with respect to power output of WTGs and terminal voltage of WFVSC can be calculated by combing (4)-(8), which is as follows
\[
\frac{\partial P_{\text{Grid}}^{\text{LOSS}}}{\partial y} = \frac{\partial P_{\text{Grid}}^{\text{LOSS}}}{\partial V} \cdot \frac{\partial V}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial P_{\text{Grid}}^{\text{LOSS}}}{\partial \theta} \cdot \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial y}, \quad (9)
\]

where \( y \) represents the active/reactive power output of WTGs and terminal voltage of WFVSC (the slack bus voltage).

### b. Power losses of converters

The GSC of each WTG and HVDC converters are two-level VSCs. The converter loss can be approximated by a quadratic function depending on the converter current \( I_c \) (in p.u.) [21],
\[
P_{\text{Conv}}^{\text{LOSS}} = \left( a + b \left( \frac{I_{\text{Conv}}}{I_R} \right) + c \left( \frac{I_{\text{Conv}}}{I_R} \right)^3 \right) S_{\text{Conv}}, \quad (10)
\]
where \( I_R \) is the rated converter current, \( S_{\text{Conv}} \) denotes the nominal capacity. \( P_{\text{Conv}}, Q_{\text{Conv}}, \) and \( V_{\text{Conv}} \) are the power injections and terminal voltage. \( a, b, \) and \( c \) are the converter loss parameters which are presented in Appendix B.

According to (11), the converter loss is related to the power injections and terminal voltage. Considering the terminal voltage is always around 1.0 p.u during normal operation, its impacts are neglected, and then the converter loss sensitivity can be calculated by,
\[
\frac{\partial P_{\text{Conv}}^{\text{LOSS}}}{\partial I_{\text{Conv}}} = \frac{\partial P_{\text{Conv}}^{\text{LOSS}}}{\partial I_{\text{Conv}}} \cdot \frac{\partial I_{\text{Conv}}}{\partial \theta_{\text{Conv}}} = \left( \frac{b}{I_R} + 2c \frac{I_{\text{Conv}}}{I_R} \right) S_{\text{Conv}} \cdot \frac{P_{\text{Conv}}}{V_{\text{Conv}} \sqrt{P_{\text{Conv}}^2 + Q_{\text{Conv}}^2}}, \quad (12)
\]
\[
\frac{\partial P_{\text{Conv}}^{\text{LOSS}}}{\partial Q_{\text{Conv}}} = \frac{\partial P_{\text{Conv}}^{\text{LOSS}}}{\partial I_{\text{Conv}}} \cdot \frac{\partial I_{\text{Conv}}}{\partial \theta_{\text{Conv}}} = \left( \frac{b}{I_R} + 2c \frac{I_{\text{Conv}}}{I_R} \right) S_{\text{Conv}} \cdot \frac{Q_{\text{Conv}}}{V_{\text{Conv}} \sqrt{P_{\text{Conv}}^2 + Q_{\text{Conv}}^2}}, \quad (13)
\]

The total system power losses can be calculated by,
\[
P_{\text{LOSS}} = P_{\text{Grid}}^{\text{LOSS}} + P_{\text{Conv}}^{\text{LOSS}} + \sum_{i=1}^{N_w} P_{\text{Conv}}^{\text{W}}_{\text{WVSC}}, \quad (14)
\]

### C. Var Limit Sensitivity of WTGs

For a full-scale converter WTG, the Var capability limit \( [Q_{\text{W}}^{\text{lim}}, Q_{\text{W}}^{\text{w}}] \) depends on its active power output and terminal voltage. In this paper, a look-up table of the \( PQ \) capacity curve is used and the sensitivity coefficients are approximately calculated using the linear interpolation method [31].

## IV. PREDICTIVE MODELING

In this section, the predictive models of WFVSC and WTGs are presented which are used for the MPC.

### A. Modeling of WTGs

For a full-scale converter WTG, the control of active and reactive power is decoupled by the full-scale converter. Suppose the active and reactive power references and current measurements of the WTG are \( P_{\text{WT}}^{\text{ref}}, Q_{\text{WT}}^{\text{ref}}, P_{\text{WT}}(t_0) \) and \( Q_{\text{WT}}(t_0) \) where \( t_0 \) is the current time, \( \Delta P_{\text{WT}} = P_{\text{WT}}^{\text{ref}} - P_{\text{WT}}(t_0) \) and \( \Delta Q_{\text{WT}} = Q_{\text{WT}}^{\text{ref}} - Q_{\text{WT}}(t_0) \). Considering the effects of time delay of the communication system and dynamic response of the WTG control system, the dynamic behavior of the power control loops of WTGs could be described by a first-order lag function [13], [15],
\[
\Delta P_{\text{WT}} = \frac{1}{1 + sT_w} \Delta P_{\text{WT}}^{\text{ref}}, \quad (15)
\]
\[
\Delta Q_{\text{WT}} = \frac{1}{1 + sT_w} \Delta Q_{\text{WT}}^{\text{ref}}, \quad (16)
\]
where \( T_w \) and \( T_w^Q \) are the time constants, which are in the range of 1~10 s [34]. Accordingly, the continuous state space of a wind farm with \( N_w \) WTGs can be formulated as,
\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta P_{\text{WT}} &= A_{\text{W}} \Delta P_{\text{WT}} + B_{\text{W}} \Delta P_{\text{WT}}^{\text{ref}}, \quad (17) \\
\Delta Q_{\text{WT}} &= A_{\text{W}} \Delta Q_{\text{WT}} + B_{\text{W}} \Delta Q_{\text{WT}}^{\text{ref}}, \quad (18)
\end{align*}
\]
where
\[
\begin{align*}
A_{\text{W}} &= \text{diag}(-1/T_w^P, -1/T_w^P, \ldots, -1/T_w^P), \\
B_{\text{W}} &= \text{diag}(1/T_w^P, 1/T_w^P, \ldots, 1/T_w^P), \\
A_{\text{W}}^Q &= \text{diag}(-1/T_w^Q, -1/T_w^Q, \ldots, -1/T_w^Q), \\
B_{\text{W}}^Q &= \text{diag}(1/T_w^Q, 1/T_w^Q, \ldots, 1/T_w^Q).
\end{align*}
\]

### B. Modeling of WFVSC

The structure of WFVSC station with a standard cascaded control structure, i.e., inner current control loop and outer control loop, is illustrated in Fig. 3. The control strategy of the outer loop is the AC voltage magnitude control which is often adopted in OWF integration. The phase reactor and converter transformer are represented together by \( Z_c = R_c + j \omega L_c \). The
The whole system comprised of the physical model of VSC and control system can be decoupled in the dq frame through the decoupling terms \( \Delta u_d^\text{in} = \omega L_x i_x^d \), \( \Delta u_d^\text{out} = -\omega L_x i_x^d \) for the inner loop and \( \Delta u_q^\text{in} = \omega C_t u_q^d \), \( \Delta u_q^\text{out} = -\omega C_t u_q^d \) for the outer loop. According to the control strategy, the disturbance in the q-axis can be neglected, i.e., \( U_q = \sqrt{(u_q^d)^2 + (u_q^s)^2} \approx u_q^d \) [35]. And the control performance of the inner loop can be improved by selecting suitable parameters of the PI controller, which can be determined by,

\[
\begin{align}
&k_{1,p} = \frac{L_x}{T_{\text{int}}}, \\
&k_{1,i} = \frac{R}{T_{\text{int}}} 
\end{align}
\]

where \( k_{1,p} \) and \( k_{1,i} \) are the proportional and integral gains of the PI controllers of the inner loop, respectively. \( T_{\text{int}} \) is the desired closed loop time constant for the inner current control loop. Generally, \( T_{\text{int}} \) is chosen between 5~10 times slower than the switching frequency. Considering the fast dynamic response capability of the inner control loop, the disturbances of \( i_x^d \) and \( u_x^d \) are approximately compensated by the compensating terms. Thus, the WFVSC system model can be simplified as shown in Fig. 4. The time delay can be modelled by a first-order lag function with a time constant of \( T_d \).

\[
\Delta U_x^\text{ref} = \frac{1}{1 + sT_d} \Delta U_x^\text{ref},
\]

\[
\Delta u_x^d = \frac{1}{sC_t} \Delta i_d^\text{ref},
\]

\[
\Delta u_x^d = \frac{\Delta u_x^\text{ref} - \Delta u_x^d}{s},
\]

\[
\Delta i_d^\text{ref} = -\frac{1}{1 + sT_{\text{int}}}(k_{0,p} + k_{0,i}) \left( \Delta u_x^\text{ref} - \Delta u_x^d \right),
\]

with

\[
\Delta U_x = U_x - U_x(t_0),
\]

\[
\Delta U_x = U_x - U_x(t_0),
\]

\[
\Delta u_x^d = u_x^d - u_x^d(t_0),
\]

\[
\Delta u_x^d = u_x^d(t_0),
\]

\[
\Delta u_x^d = \frac{u_x^d(t_0) - u_x^d(t_0)}{s},
\]

where \( U_x^\text{ref} \) and \( U_x \) are the voltage reference from the MPC controller and voltage of POC, respectively; \( U_x \) is the voltage at the VSC terminal; \( s \) denotes the complex variable; \( k_{0,p} \) and \( k_{0,i} \) are the proportional and integral gains of the PI controllers of the outer control loop, respectively.

Represent the state space by a matrix form,

\[
\Delta x_C = A_C \Delta x_C + B_C \Delta u_C,
\]

where

\[
\Delta x_C = \begin{bmatrix} \Delta u_x^\text{ref} \\ \Delta u_x^d \end{bmatrix}, \quad A_C = \begin{bmatrix} -\frac{1}{T_d} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \frac{1}{C_t} & 0 \\ 1 & -1 & 0 & 0 \\ \frac{k_{0,p}}{T_{\text{int}}} & \frac{k_{0,i}}{T_{\text{int}}} & -\frac{1}{T_{\text{int}}} & 0 \end{bmatrix}, \quad B_C = \begin{bmatrix} 1/T_d \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

C. Modeling of the Whole System

For the phasor analysis presented in following sections, the VSC can be regarded as a slack bus of the offshore AC grid (i.e. \( V_C = V_C e^{j\omega} \)) and \( V_s = V_s e^{j\omega} \) denotes the voltage at the
controlled AC bus. \( V_s \) and \( V_c \) are equal to \( U_s \) and \( U_c \) in per unit, respectively. To predict the changes of voltages in the grid, the slack bus voltage should be predicted firstly. Due to the fast tracking capability of the control system of the VSC, the \( d \)-axis voltage \( u^d_s \) can quickly track the reference \( u^d_{ref} \). The controlled AC bus voltage \( V_s \) can be affected by the converter terminal voltage \( V_c \) and the WTGs power outputs.

Assuming the sensitivity coefficients are constant during the prediction horizon, a linearized model around the operating point is used to predict the voltage changes, which is expressed as,

\[
\Delta V_s = \frac{\partial V_s}{\partial P_w} \Delta P_w + \frac{\partial V_s}{\partial Q_w} \Delta Q_w + \frac{\partial V_s}{\partial V_c} \Delta V_c,
\]

where \( \frac{\partial V_s}{\partial P_w} \), \( \frac{\partial V_s}{\partial Q_w} \) and \( \frac{\partial V_s}{\partial V_c} \) are the sensitivity coefficients. Then, \( \Delta V_c \) can be inversely derived using (24).

So far, the continuous state space model of the whole system comprised of \( N_w \) WTGs and a WFVSC can be formulated as,

\[
\Delta \dot{x} = A \Delta x + B \Delta u
\]

\[
\Delta y = C \Delta x
\]

where

\[
\Delta x = [\Delta x_1, \Delta x_2, \ldots, \Delta x_{N_w}]^T = \left[ \Delta u^d_{ref}, \Delta u^d_s, \Delta u_{int}^d, \Delta u_{pl}^d, \Delta P_{w_1}, \Delta P_{w_2}, \ldots, \Delta P_{w_{N_w}}, \Delta Q_{w_1}, \Delta Q_{w_2}, \ldots, \Delta Q_{w_{N_w}} \right]^T,
\]

\[
\Delta u = [\Delta u_{1}, \Delta u_{2}, \ldots, \Delta u_{N_w}]^T
\]

\[
= \left[ \Delta V^m_s, \Delta P^m_{w_1}, \Delta P^m_{w_2}, \ldots, \Delta P^m_{w_{N_w}}, \Delta Q^m_{w_1}, \Delta Q^m_{w_2}, \ldots, \Delta Q^m_{w_{N_w}} \right]^T,
\]

\[
\Delta y = [\Delta y_1, \Delta y_2, \ldots, \Delta y_{N_w}]^T
\]

\[
= \left[ \Delta V_{c}, \Delta P_{w_1}, \Delta P_{w_2}, \ldots, \Delta P_{w_{N_w}}, \Delta Q_{w_1}, \ldots, \Delta Q_{w_{N_w}} \right]^T,
\]

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
A_c & \begin{bmatrix} A^p_w \end{bmatrix} \\
A^q_w & B^p_w
\end{bmatrix},
B = \begin{bmatrix}
B_c \\
B^q_w
\end{bmatrix},
C = \begin{bmatrix}
C_1 & C_2 & C_3 \\
C_2 & C_4 & C_5
\end{bmatrix},
\]

with

\[
C_1 = - \left( \frac{\partial V_s}{\partial V_c} \right)^{-1} [0, -1, 0, 0], C_4 = C_5 = I_{N_w},
\]

\[
C_2 = - \left( \frac{\partial V_s}{\partial V_c} \right)^{-1} \left[ \begin{array}{c} \frac{\partial V_s}{\partial P_{w_1}} \\
\frac{\partial V_s}{\partial P_{w_2}} \\
\vdots \\
\frac{\partial V_s}{\partial P_{w_{N_w}}}
\end{array} \right], C_3 = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial V_s}{\partial Q_{w_1}} \\
\frac{\partial V_s}{\partial Q_{w_2}} \\
\vdots \\
\frac{\partial V_s}{\partial Q_{w_{N_w}}}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Based on the continuous time model, the discrete state space model with sampling time \( \Delta T_p \) can be expressed as,

\[
\Delta x(k+1) = G \Delta x(k) + H \Delta u(k)
\]

\[
\Delta y(k) = C \Delta x(k)
\]

where

\[
G = e^{A \Delta T_p}, H = \int_0^{\Delta T_p} e^{A \tau} B d\tau.
\]

V. FORMULATION OF MPC BASED ENHANCED VOLTAGE CONTROL

In this section, the mathematical formulation of the MPC based EVCS for OWFs is presented. The main objective of the EVCS is to track the power reference given by TSOs and maintain the terminal voltages all WTGs within the specified limits. Moreover, the economical operation is taken into consideration. Consequently, two control modes are designed for different operating conditions.

A. MPC Principle

MPC is a widely used control method. In MPC, the control input is obtained by solving a discrete-time optimal control problem over a given horizon. An optimal control input sequence is produced and only the first control in the sequence is applied [32].

The principle of MPC used in this paper is graphically illustrated in Fig. 5. For wind farm voltage control, \( T_c \) is normally in seconds, which is large than the fast Var devices. To capture the fast dynamics of the system, the sampling time \( \Delta T_p \) should be smaller than the control period \( T_c \). The suitable prediction horizon \( T_p \) is determined by the dynamic performance of the control system. The performance of MPC heavily depends on the selection of \( T_p \). If \( T_p \) is too large, the accuracy of sensitivity coefficients might decrease and the computational burdens will be increased. If \( T_p \) is too small, dynamics cannot be well coordinated [13].

For a prediction horizon, the total control steps, number of prediction steps within one control period and total prediction steps are \( N_c = T_c/T_p \), \( N_s = T_c/\Delta T_p \) and \( N_p = T_p/\Delta T_p \), respectively. The control actions are only changed at the beginning of the control period and maintained within the control period.
B. Cost Function

The cost functions of the two control modes are presented as follows.

a. Normal mode

If the terminal voltages of all WTGs and MV bus voltages are within its feasible range, i.e., $|V_W - V_W^{th}| < V_W^{th}$ and $|V_{MV} - V_{MV}^{ref}| < V_{MV}^{th}$, the control system will operate in the normal mode. $V_W^{ref}$ and $V_{MV}^{ref}$ are the nominal voltage (typically 1.0 p.u.). $V_W^{th}$ and $V_{MV}^{th}$ refer to the threshold value. The voltages, power losses and active power distribution are optimized in this mode.

1) Objective 1: The first objective is voltage regulation. According to the theorem in [36], the OWF presented in Fig. 1 can be divided into several subzones for voltage regulation. Two radial feeders with a common root MV bus can be regarded as an isolate voltage regulation zone. The MV root buses (MV_1~MV_4 in Fig. 1) can be considered as the pilot buses of the subzones. Since the voltage of pilot bus can reflect the voltage conditions of the subzone, in the normal mode, the cost function of voltage regulation in MPC can be described by,

$$\text{Obj}_V = \sum_{i=1}^{N_v} \left\| \Delta V_{MV,i}^{ref}(k) \right\|^2 \quad (27)$$

with

$$\Delta V_{MV,i}^{ref} = \begin{bmatrix} \Delta V_{MV,1}^{ref}, & \Delta V_{MV,2}^{ref}, & \ldots, & \Delta V_{MV,N_{MV}}^{ref} \end{bmatrix}^T,$$

where $\Delta V_{MV,i}^{ref}$ is the predictive value of voltage deviation of bus MV$_i$ to its reference value $V_{MV,i}^{ref}$, and $N_{MV}$ is the total number of MV buses. Since the WTGs and VSC can affect voltage deviations of MV buses, the predictive value $\Delta V_{MV,i}^{ref}$ can be calculated by,

$$\Delta V_{MV,i}^{ref}(k) = V_{MV,i}(t_0) + \frac{\partial V_{MV,i}}{\partial P_W} \Delta P_W(k) + \frac{\partial V_{MW,i}}{\partial Q_W} \Delta Q_W(k) + \frac{\partial V_{MV,i}}{\partial Q_C} \Delta Q_C(k) - V_{MV,i}^{ref} \quad (28)$$

where $V_{MV,i}(t_0)$ is the measurement of $i$-th MV bus voltage at current time $t_0$.

2) Objective 2: Secondly, the active power losses are optimized in this mode, i.e.,

$$\text{Obj}_P = \sum_{i=1}^{N_v} \left\| P_{loss,i}^{ref}(k) \right\|^2 \quad (29)$$

The predictive value of active power losses can be calculated by,

$$P_{loss,i}^{ref}(k) = \frac{\partial P_{loss,i}}{\partial P_W} \Delta P_W(k) + \frac{\partial P_{loss,i}}{\partial Q_W} \Delta Q_W(k) + \frac{\partial P_{loss,i}}{\partial V_C} \Delta V_C(k) + P_{loss,i}^{ref}(t_0) \quad (30)$$

where $V = [V_1, V_2, \ldots, V_N]^T$, $\theta = [\theta_1, \theta_2, \ldots, \theta_N]^T$ and the sensitivity matrix is presented in Appendix B.

3) Objective 3: Thirdly, considering the active power dispatch based on the PD strategy has the advantage of taking into consideration the maximum available power of WTGs while also optimizing the Var capacity of each WTG, the active power of each WTG shall be dispatched as close as possible to its PD based reference. Thus, the third cost function can be described by,

$$\text{Obj}_P = \sum_{i=1}^{N_v} \left\| P_{PD,i}^{ref}(k) \right\|^2 \quad (31)$$

The predictive value $\Delta P_{PD,w}^{ref}$ can be calculated by

$$\Delta P_{PD,w}^{ref}(k) = P_{PD,w}(t_0) + \Delta P_W(k) - P_{PD,w}^{ref} \quad (32)$$

where $P_{PD,w}^{ref} = \begin{bmatrix} P_{PD,w,1}^{ref}, P_{PD,w,2}^{ref}, \ldots, P_{PD,w,N_{w}}^{ref} \end{bmatrix}$.

According to (27), (29) and (31), the cost function of normal mode can be expressed by,

$$\text{Obj}_V + \lambda_v \text{Obj}_V + \lambda_P \text{Obj}_P \quad (33)$$

where $\lambda_v, \lambda_P$ and $\lambda_P$ are the weighting coefficients for Obj$_V$, Obj$_1$ and Obj$_2$, respectively.

b. Corrective mode

The corrective mode is designed as a back-up mode. If any voltage violates the threshold, the control system will switch to the corrective mode. In this mode, only the voltages are considered as control objective. Define $\Delta V_{w}^{ref} = \begin{bmatrix} \Delta V_{w,1}^{ref}, \Delta V_{w,2}^{ref}, \ldots, \Delta V_{w,N_{w}}^{ref} \end{bmatrix}$, the cost function is,

$$\text{Obj}_P = \sum_{i=1}^{N_v} \left( \left\| \Delta V_{w,i}^{ref} \right\|_2 + \left\| \Delta V_{MV,i}^{ref} \right\|_2 \right) \quad (34)$$

where $\lambda_w = \text{diag}(\lambda_{w_1}, \lambda_{w_2}, \ldots, \lambda_{w_{N_{w}}})$ and $\lambda_{MV} = \text{diag}(\lambda_{MV_1}, \lambda_{MV_2}, \ldots, \lambda_{MV_{N_{MV}}})$ denote the weighting coefficient matrices. The predictive voltage deviations to its reference $V_{MV,i}^{ref}$ can be calculated by,

$$\Delta V_{w,i}^{ref}(k) = V_{w,i}(t_0) + \frac{\partial V_{w,i}}{\partial P_W} \Delta P_W(k) + \frac{\partial V_{w,i}}{\partial Q_W} \Delta Q_W(k) + \frac{\partial V_{w,i}}{\partial Q_C} \Delta Q_C(k) - V_{w,i}^{ref} \quad (35)$$

In order to correct the voltages efficiently, the weighting coefficients are determined through a dynamic allocation approach according to the degree of voltage deviations with a
deadband, as illustrated in Fig. 6. When the absolute value of voltage deviation is less than 0.01 p.u., the weighting factor is set as zero. Once it exceeds 0.01 p.u., the weighting factor is linear with respect to the voltage deviation value. Compared with the normal mode, the WTGs and WFVSC can be fully optimized to contribute to voltage regulation in this mode.

Fig. 6 Dynamic weighting coefficients.

C. Constraints

1) WTG Constraints: The active and reactive power of WTGs are constrained as follows,

\[ 0 \leq P_w(k) \leq P_w^{\text{av}}, \]
\[ Q_w^{\text{min}}(k) \leq Q_w(k) \leq Q_w^{\text{max}}(k), \]
\[ i = 1, 2, \ldots, N_w, \quad k = 1, 2, \ldots, N_v. \]  \hspace{1cm} (36)

where \( P_w^{\text{av}} \) is the available wind power, \( Q_w^{\text{min}}(k) \) and \( Q_w^{\text{max}}(k) \) are the minimum and maximum Var capacity of WTGs, respectively. \( Q_w^{\text{min}}(k) \) and \( Q_w^{\text{max}}(k) \) are affected by the terminal voltage magnitude and active power output of the WTG, which can be predicted based on a linearized method,

\[ Q_w^{\text{min}}(k) \approx Q_w^{\text{min}}(i_0) + \frac{\partial Q_w^{\text{min}}}{\partial P_w} \Delta P_w(k) + \frac{\partial Q_w^{\text{min}}}{\partial V_w} \Delta V_w(k), \]  \hspace{1cm} (37a)
\[ Q_w^{\text{max}}(k) \approx Q_w^{\text{max}}(i_0) + \frac{\partial Q_w^{\text{max}}}{\partial P_w} \Delta P_w(k) + \frac{\partial Q_w^{\text{max}}}{\partial V_w} \Delta V_w(k), \]  \hspace{1cm} (37b)

where

\[ \Delta V_w(k) = \frac{\partial V_w}{\partial P_w} \Delta P_w + \frac{\partial V_w}{\partial Q_w} \Delta Q_w + \frac{\partial V_w}{\partial V_C} \Delta V_C. \]

As mentioned in Section III, the sensitivity coefficients \( \frac{\partial Q_w^{\text{min}}}{\partial V_w} \), \( \frac{\partial Q_w^{\text{max}}}{\partial V_w} \), \( \frac{\partial Q_w^{\text{max}}}{\partial P_w} \), and \( \frac{\partial Q_w^{\text{max}}}{\partial P_w} \) are calculated based on the linear interpolation approach.

2) VSC Constraints: Since the AC voltage control is adopted by the local controller of WFVSC, the voltage reference at the controlled AC bus is constrained by,

\[ V_s^{\text{min}} \leq V_s^\text{ref}(k) + V_s(i_0) \leq V_s^{\text{max}}, \quad \| \Delta V_s^\text{ref} \| < \Delta V_s^{\text{max}}, \]
\[ k = 1, 2, \ldots, N_v \]  \hspace{1cm} (38)

where \( V_s^{\text{min}} \) and \( V_s^{\text{max}} \) are the minimum and maximum limits of \( V_s \), respectively and \( \Delta V_s^{\text{max}} \) is the maximum ramp rate.

3) System Constraints: The OWF is required to track the power reference \( P_w^{\text{ref}} \) from system operators, which can be expressed as,

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{N_w} P_{w_i}^{\text{ref}} = P_w^{\text{ref}}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (39)

The formulated MPC problem (27) ~ (39) can be transformed into a standard quadratic-programming (QP) problem and efficiently solved by commercial QP solvers in milliseconds [37]. More details about the derivations of the mathematical formulation of EVCS-MPC are presented in Appendix A.

VI. CASE STUDY

A VSC-HVDC connected OWF system with 64 WTGs is used to demonstrate the proposed MPC based EVCS in this section. The structure of the system is presented in Section II. The wind field model considering the turbulences and wake effects for the OWF is generated using the SimWindFarm, a toolbox for dynamic wind farm modeling and simulation [38]. The basic electrical and control system parameters are presented in Appendix B.

To examine the control performance of the MPC-EVCS, several control methods are used to make comparisons: 1) optimal control (OPC) [16]; and 2) the voltage control method based on MPC without considering the effects of active power of WTGs in the optimization (MPC-Q).

A. Scenario A: Normal Operation

The total simulation time for this scenario is 600s. Fig. 7 shows the available power and active power reference considering the power ramp rate of the wind farm.

Fig. 8 shows the voltage of bus MV_1 and terminal voltage of WTG_64 (the furthest bus along the feeder). All the three OWF controllers can keep the voltages below their thresholds, and the control systems operate in normal mode. The standard deviations \( \sigma(V_{MV}) \) are 0.8512% for OPC, 0.8387% for MPC-Q and 0.8367% for MPC-EVCS. \( V_{MV} \) is closer to the nominal value using MPC-Q or MPC-EVCS than using OPC and is smoother using MPC-EVCS than using MPC-Q owing to the consideration of effects of active power of WTGs on voltage deviations. Thus, the MPC-EVCS shows better performance for voltage regulation.
Fig. 8. Voltages of different buses. (a) Voltage of bus MV_1; (b) terminal voltage of WTG_64.

Fig. 9 shows the power losses of the system. The mean values of power losses within the operating time are 19.5154 MW for OPC, 19.3312 MW for MPC-Q and 19.2187 MW for MPC-EVCS, respectively. It can be seen that the MPC-EVCS shows better performance in power losses reduction.

The reactive power output of WTG_1 is illustrated in Fig. 10. The MPC-Q and MPC-EVCS can both regulate the reactive power of WTGs within small ranges, which enlarges the Var reserves. Compared with the MPC-Q, the MPC-EVCS regulates the reactive power outputs of WTGs more smoothly.

Accordingly, all the three controllers show good control performance in normal operation, whereas comparably, the MPC-EVCS is better than the OPC and MPC-Q.

Fig. 10. Reactive power of WTG_1.

B. Scenario B: Voltage Ramp-up Operation

The voltage ramp-up operation of VSC-HVDC connected OWFs is considered for this scenario. In this scenario, the WFWSC builds up the voltage at the beginning. When the terminal voltages of WTGs reach 0.9 p.u., WTGs are connected to the grid and the controller switches to coordinated control strategy (i.e., the OPC, MPC-Q or MPC-EVCS). The total simulation time is 50s. The simulation results are shown in Figs. 11~ 13.

Fig. 11. Control mode switching.

As can be seen from Fig. 11, all the three control methods switch from the VSC control mode to the corrective mode at $t = 18$ s. For the MPC-Q and MPC-EVCS, the controllers switch to the normal mode at $t = 20$ s and keep stable in the
remaining period. For the OPC, the controller switches between the corrective mode and normal mode for several times during \( t = 18-30 \) s and keeps stable after \( t = 30 \) s. Fig. 12 shows the reactive power of WTG_64. As can be seen, the WTG generates additional reactive power to support the low voltages of the grid at the beginning of the coordinated control. Fig. 13 shows the voltage of bus MV_1 and terminal voltage of WTG_64. It is shown that the three controllers can well regulate the voltages within feasible ranges in seconds. By comparison, the MPC-Q and MPC-EVCS shows better control performance than the OPC, since the voltages recover within the feasible ranges more quickly for the MPC-Q and MPC-EVCS than the OPC.

C. MPC Solver Performance

The time consumed by the solver in MPC should be considered in real-time control. In this study, the QP problem was solved using the interior-point method. The estimated available time to execute the control algorithm can be calculated by \( T_a = 2T_c = 800 \) ms. The actual mean executing time consumed by the solver in Scenario A is 12.7 ms. Obviously, the actual executing time is much smaller than the available time, satisfying the requirements for real-life application.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a MPC based EVCS is developed to optimize voltage control within VSC-HVDC connected OWFs, which can regulate the voltages while taking into account economical operation of the OWFs. The predictive model of WFVSC with a typical cascaded control structure is derived in details. An analytical sensitivity coefficient calculation method is adopted to improve computational efficiency. In the MPC-EVCS, two control modes are designed for different operating conditions. The case studies show that all the three different optimization control methods OPC, MPC-Q and MPC-EVCS show good control performance in different scenarios. In comparison, the overall performance of the MPC-EVCS is better than the MPC-Q and OPC. Of course, more work is required for further improvement. A nonlinear model of the system will be investigated to more accurately capture the complex dynamics of the systems and improve the control performance in the future work.

APPENDIX A

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF MPC

To derive the mathematical formulation of the optimization problem in the MPC-EVCS, firstly transform the state variables, control variables and output variables into unified forms:
\[
\Delta U = [\Delta u(1), \Delta u(2), \ldots, \Delta u(N_c)]^T, \\
\Delta X = [\Delta x(1), \Delta x(2), \ldots, \Delta x(N_r)]^T, \\
\Delta Y = [\Delta y(1), \Delta y(2), \ldots, \Delta y(N_t)]^T. \\
\]

For the sake of clarity, the derivations are divided into four steps as follows.

Step I: Represent \( \Delta X \) and \( \Delta Y \) by \( \Delta U \).

According to (26), it can be obtained that
\[
\Delta X = W_{XX} \Delta U \\
\Delta Y = W_{YX} \Delta X \\
\]
where
\[
W_{XX} = \begin{bmatrix} W_{11} & W_{12} & \cdots & W_{1N_c} \\
W_{21} & W_{22} & \cdots & W_{2N_c} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
W_{N_c,1} & W_{N_c,2} & \cdots & W_{N_c,N_c} \end{bmatrix}, \\
W_{YX} = \begin{bmatrix} W_{1y}^1 \\
W_{2y}^2 \\
\vdots \\
W_{Ny}^{N_y} \end{bmatrix}.
\]

Step II: Represent the predictive values by \( \Delta U \).

Based on (29), \( \Delta V_{MV}^{pp} \) can be transformed into a compact form
\[
\Delta V_{MV}^{pp} = (I_{N_r} \otimes S_{MV}) \Delta Y + 1_{N_r} \otimes (V_{MV}(t_0) - V_{MV}^{pp}), \\
\]
where
\[
S_{MV} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial V_{MV}}{\partial y_1} & \frac{\partial V_{MV}}{\partial y_2} & \ldots & \frac{\partial V_{MV}}{\partial y_{N_r}} \\
\frac{\partial V_{MV}}{\partial y_1} & \frac{\partial V_{MV}}{\partial y_2} & \ldots & \frac{\partial V_{MV}}{\partial y_{N_r}} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\frac{\partial V_{MV}}{\partial y_1} & \frac{\partial V_{MV}}{\partial y_2} & \ldots & \frac{\partial V_{MV}}{\partial y_{N_r}} \end{bmatrix},
\]
which can be directly obtained using (4)–(7).

Similarly, according to (36), \( \Delta V_{W}^{pp} \) can be written as
\[
\Delta V_{W}^{pp} = (I_{N_r} \otimes S_{W}) \Delta Y + 1_{N_r} \otimes (V_{W}(t_0) - V_{W}^{pp}), \\
\]
where
Similarly, $S_{WT}$ can be directly calculated using (4)-(7).

According to (31), $P_{\text{LOSS}}^{\text{ref}}$ can be represented by,

$$P_{\text{LOSS}}^{\text{ref}} = (I_{N_c} \otimes S_{\text{pl}})\Delta Y + 1_{N_c} \otimes P_{\text{LOSS}}(t_0) \tag{46}$$

where

$$S_{\text{pl}} = \left[ \frac{\partial P_{\text{LOSS}}}{\partial y_1}, \frac{\partial P_{\text{LOSS}}}{\partial y_2}, \ldots, \frac{\partial P_{\text{LOSS}}}{\partial y_{N_y}} \right].$$

The calculation of $S_{\text{pl}}$ is presented as follows.

From (14), one can obtain,

$$\Delta P_{\text{LOSS}} = \Delta P_{\text{Grid}}^{\text{LOSS}} + \Delta P_{\text{WFVSC}}^{\text{LOSS}} + \Delta \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N_w} P_{\text{LOSS}}(i) \right), \tag{47}$$

where

$$\Delta P_{\text{Grid}}^{\text{LOSS}} = \frac{\partial P_{\text{Grid}}}{\partial P_w} \Delta P_w + \frac{\partial P_{\text{Grid}}}{\partial Q_w} \Delta Q_w + \frac{\partial P_{\text{Grid}}}{\partial V_c} \Delta V_c,$$

$$\Delta P_{\text{WFVSC}}^{\text{LOSS}} = \frac{\partial P_{\text{WFVSC}}}{\partial Q_{\text{WFVSC}}} \Delta P_{\text{WFVSC}} + \frac{\partial P_{\text{WFVSC}}}{\partial Q_{\text{WFVSC}}} \Delta Q_{\text{WFVSC}},$$

$$\Delta \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N_w} P_{\text{LOSS}}(i) \right) = \frac{\partial P_{\text{LOSS}}}{\partial Q_{\text{GSC}}} \Delta P_w + \frac{\partial P_{\text{LOSS}}}{\partial Q_{\text{GSC}}} \Delta Q_w.$$

Then, $S_{\text{pl}}$ can be represented as,

$$S_{\text{pl}} = \left[ \frac{\partial P_{\text{Grid}}}{\partial V_c}, \frac{\partial P_{\text{Grid}}}{\partial P_w} + \frac{\partial P_{\text{Grid}}}{\partial Q_{\text{WFVSC}}} \cdot 1_{N_w}^{\text{GSC}}, \frac{\partial P_{\text{Grid}}}{\partial Q_{\text{WFVSC}}} \cdot 1_{N_w}^{\text{GSC}} \right]. \tag{48}$$

According to (32), $\Delta P_{\text{PD}}$ can be represented by,

$$\Delta P_{\text{PD}} = (I_{N_c} \otimes S_{\text{AP}})\Delta Y + 1_{N_c} \otimes (P_w(t_0) - P_w^{\text{ref}}) \tag{49}$$

where

$$S_{\text{AP}} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & \cdots & 0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 1 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}.$$
\[ F_P = (I_{Nw} \otimes S_{AP})W_{TX}W_{XU}, \]
\[ \Delta U_P^{\min} = -I_{Nw} \otimes P_W(t_0), \]
\[ \Delta U_P^{\max} = I_{Nw} \otimes P_W^{\max} - I_{Nw} \otimes P_W(t_0), \]
\[ F_{Q_{\min}} = (I_{Nw} \otimes S_{AP})W_{TX}W_{XU}, \]
\[ -I_{Nw} \otimes (S_{Q_{\min}}^{\max}S_{AP} + S_{Q_{\min}}^{\min}S_{WT})W_{TX}W_{XU}, \]
\[ F_{Q_{\max}} = (I_{Nw} \otimes S_{WT})W_{TX}W_{XU}, \]
\[ -I_{Nw} \otimes (S_{Q_{\max}}^{\max}S_{AP} + S_{Q_{\max}}^{\min}S_{WT})W_{TX}W_{XU}, \]
\[ \Delta U_Q^{\min} = I_{Nw} \otimes Q_W^{\min}(t_0) - I_{Nw} \otimes Q_W(t_0), \]
\[ \Delta U_Q^{\max} = I_{Nw} \otimes Q_W^{\max}(t_0) - I_{Nw} \otimes Q_W(t_0). \]

The constraints (38) can be written compactly as,
\[ I_{Nw} \otimes V_S^{\min} \leq (I_{Nc} \otimes S_{SV})\Delta U + I_{Nc} \otimes V_S(t_0) \leq I_{Nc} \otimes V_S^{\max}, \]
\[ -I_{Nc} \otimes \Delta V_S^{\max} \leq (I_{Nc} \otimes S_{SV})\Delta U \leq I_{Nc} \otimes \Delta V_S^{\min}, \]
where \( S_{SY} = [1, \ldots, 1]. \)

Similarly, (53) can be simplified to
\[ \Delta U_{QV}^{\min} \leq F_V \Delta U \leq \Delta U_{QV}^{\max}, \]
\[ \Delta U_{AV}^{\min} \leq F_A \Delta U \leq \Delta U_{AV}^{\max}, \]
where
\[ F_V = F_{AV} = I_{Nc} \otimes S_{SV}, \]
\[ \Delta U_{QV}^{\min} = I_{Nc} \otimes V_S^{\min} - I_{Nc} \otimes V_S(t_0), \]
\[ \Delta U_{QV}^{\max} = I_{Nc} \otimes V_S^{\max} - I_{Nc} \otimes V_S(t_0), \]
\[ \Delta U_{AV}^{\min} = -I_{Nc} \otimes \Delta V_S^{\max}, \]
\[ \Delta U_{AV}^{\max} = I_{Nc} \otimes \Delta V_S^{\min}. \]

According to (40), the constraint of active power output of the wind farm can be compactly represented as,
\[ F_E \Delta U = \Delta U_E, \] (55)
where
\[ F_E = I_{Nw} \otimes \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 & \cdots & 1 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & \cdots & 1 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ 0 & 1 & \cdots & 1 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \end{bmatrix}, \]
\[ = I_{Nw} \otimes \begin{bmatrix} 0_{Nw \times 1} & 1_{Nw}^{\top} & 0_{Nw \times Nw} \end{bmatrix}, \]
\[ \Delta U_E = I_{Nw} \otimes \left( P_{W}^{\text{ref}} - I_{Nw}^{\top} P_W(t_0) \right). \]

Step IV: Mathematical model of MPC

The MPC can be formulated as optimization problems which are as follows:

1) For normal mode, (33) can be rewritten as an explicit form of \( \Delta U \):
\[ \min_{\Delta U} J = \| M_{SV} \Delta U + E_{SV} \|_{\lambda_v}^2, \]
\[ + \| M_{PL} \Delta U + E_{PL} \|_{\lambda_v}^2, \]
\[ + \| M_{AP} \Delta U + E_{AP} \|_{\lambda_v}^2, \]
such that
\[ (52a), (52b), (54a), (54b), (55) \] (56)

where \( A_v = \lambda_v I_{N_{SV}N_v}, A_L = \lambda_L I_{N_vN_v}, A_P = \lambda_P I_{N_{SV}N_v}. \)

2) For corrective mode, (34) can be rewritten as an explicit form of \( \Delta U \):
\[ \min_{\Delta U} J = \| M_{VT} \Delta U + E_{VT} \|_{\lambda_v}^2, \]
\[ + \| M_{MV} \Delta U + E_{MV} \|_{\lambda_v}^2, \]
such that
\[ (52a), (52b), (54a), (54b), (55) \] (57)

As such, the mathematical models of MPC are obtained. Obviously, they can be converted into standard QP problems and can be efficiently solved by the QP solvers.

APPENDIX B
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

The basic electrical and control system parameters are listed in Tables I~ III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>ELECTRICAL SYSTEM PARAMETERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33kV Cable</td>
<td>( R = 0.0975 \text{ \Omega/km}, L = 0.38 \text{ mH/km}, C = 0.24 \text{ \mu F/km} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150kV Cable</td>
<td>( R = 0.0326 \text{ \Omega/km}, L = 0.42 \text{ mH/km}, C = 0.15 \text{ \mu F/km} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9/33kV Transformer</td>
<td>( S_n = 6.25 \text{ MVA}, X = 0.06 \text{ p.u.} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33/150kV Transformer</td>
<td>( S_n = 100 \text{ MVA}, X = 0.05 \text{ p.u.} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150/170kV Transformer</td>
<td>( S_n = 400 \text{ MVA}, X = 0.14 \text{ p.u.} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVDC Converter</td>
<td>( S_n = 400 \text{ MVA} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSC</td>
<td>( S_n = 6.25 \text{ MVA} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_C+jX_C</td>
<td>( 0.0178 + j 0.159 \text{ p.u.} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_C</td>
<td>10\text{\mu F}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
<th>TYPICAL CONVERTER LOSS PARAMETERS [21]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>( a )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSC</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVDC Converter</td>
<td>0.0083</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III</th>
<th>CONTROL SYSTEM PARAMETERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( T_1 )</td>
<td>1 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_2 )</td>
<td>5 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_3 )</td>
<td>100 \text{ ms}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Lₜₑ = 5 ms
ΔTₑ = 50 ms
Vₑ ± = 0.05 p.u.
Vₑ ± = 0.01 p.u.